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Summary : The present paper chiefly deals with imaging sensors which could be subdivided in 

* passive ones : visible (from 380nm to 780nm ) , near IR (from 0.78~ to 3 p ) and ther- 
mal IR (from 3 ~1 to I5 CL) among them MWIR (from 3~ to 5 p ) and 

LWIR (from 81.1 to I2 p ). 
Microwave radiometers could be of interest for demining purposes; 

* active ones : lidars and laser rangefinders and all kind of radar sensors among them the 
most important one: the SAR ( Synthetic Aperture Radar ) and its counter- 
part ISAR ( Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar ). 

From a communication point of view, sensor typology mainly aflects the down-link 
abta rate. Three categories of sensors may be defined on the base of diflerent data 
rates: 

Tensors featuring low information rate 
( e.g., lower than 2OOkbitls ) , like Meteorological, NBC, ECM sensors; 

*Sensors featuring medium information rate 
( e.g., from 200 kbitls to IOMbitls ), like processed SARIISAR, compressed VIDEO/TV, 
compressed FLIR ( Forward Looking Infra Red ), uncompressed millimeter wave Radar 
image, ElintlESM sensors; 

*Sensors featuring high information rate 
p4& over 1OMbitis ), like raw SARIISAR, High Definition VIDEOITV, High definition 

’ Because of a lack of time, we mainly restrict ourselves to the two most important 
and dificult imaging sensors, namely the thermal ( IR ) imager ( described in part A ) and 
the SAR ( described in part B ). 

Jntroduction and uerspectiveq 
In order to deal with all possible UAV imaging sensors, we better choose the example of a recently 
introduced UAV: the General Atomics Predator UAV. 

The Predator sensor payload includes an EO ( Electra-Optical ) suite, a Ku-band SAR 
sensor, Ku-band and UHF-band satellite communications ( SATCOM ), a C-band light-of-sight 
data link, and a GPS/INS navigator. 

The Predator’s SAR sensor is the Northrop Grumman ( Westinghouse ) Tactical Endurance 
Synthetic Aperture Radar ( TESAR ). TESAR provides continuous, near real time strip-map 
transmitted imagery over an 800 meter swath at slant ranges up to 1 lkm. Maximum data rate is 
500,000 pixels per second. The target resolution is 0.3meters. TESAR weight and power 
consumption are 80kg and 1200W respectively. A lighter weight, lower cost SAR is currently in 
development for Predator. 

The Predator’s EO sensor suite is the VERSATRON Skyball SA-144/18 quartet sensor. 
It consists of a PtSi 512x 512 MWIR ( Mid Wave IR ) FLIR with six fields of view ( to easily 
perform either detection or recognition or identification ), a color TV camera with a 10X zoom, a 
color TV 9OOmm camera and an eyesafe pulsed Er: glass laser rangefinder ( this Er: glass laser 
could advantageously be replaced by an eyesafe Er: YAG laser because YAG is a better heat sink 
than glass enabling a higher efficiency ). 
The diameter of the EO sensor turret is relatively small-35cm. The turret has precision pointing 
with a line-of-sight stabilization accuracy of 10 prad. 

It is anticipated that high performance UAV’s of the year 2010 will have a broad range of 
missions, including surveillance, reconnaissance, communication , intelligence gathering of threat 
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electronic emissions, target designation for weapons attacking moving targets, and communication 
relay. 

In view of delivering better contrasted images ( especially in hazy conditions ), visible 
cameras could be replaced by near IR cameras which are less affected by the Rayleigh scattering 
( proportional to Y h4 ) of sunlight which is so detrimental to UV and blue light. 

The biggest drawback of the SAR is the heavy and sophisticated signal processing. 
Presently, most UAVs are using on ground SAR signal processing requiring a high information data 
rate for the down-link in order to send the raw SAR data to the ground station. This is, for instance, 
the case for the SWIFT 1 UAV SAR ( weighting about 25kg ) from SAGEM. But SAGEM has a 
SWIFT 2 UAV SAR under development which will be able to perform real time on board SAR 
signal processing requiring only a medium information data rate for the down-link. 

To achieve this ultimate goal of a low-weight on board real time SAR signal processing it 
is worth to notice that in recent years a new transistor appeared enabling very high speed of 
operation ( maximum frequency in excess of 100 GHz ): the HEMT ( High Electron Mobility 
Transistor ) using the fundamental concept of QW ( Quantum Well ). The HEMT enjoyed already 
several improvements which are, in order of increasing speed of operation: 

- the GaAs LM ( lattice matched ) HEMT 
- the GaAs PM ( pseudomorphic ) HEMT 
- theInP LM HEMT 
- theInP PM HEMT 

Very recently a last improvement appeared: the metamorphic HEMT layers. IMEC ( Leuven ) 
started the growth of such layers in 1998. These structures are identical to the ones on InP, but are 
now grown on GaAs substrates. With a 2pm thick buffer layer, the 3.8% lattice mismatch between 
GaAs and InP can be overcome. This buffer can be either a quaternary ( AlGaAsSb ) or a ternary 
( InAlAs ) compound. Of both types layers have been grown successfully at IMEC and devices 
based on these structures yielded typically 90% of the performance of comparable InP-based 
devices. 

With the technique of the metamorphic layers, the advantages of GaAs substrates ( availabi- 
lity, quality, price and robustness ) can be combined with those of InP based devices ( superb 
performance ). 
Unmanned air vehicles ( UAVs ) have their nonviolent side,too,thankfully. A new type of Lucky 
Lindy, the Laima UAV, became the first of its kind to cross the Atlantic, and it did so on a budget- 
conscious 105 liters of fuel. 
Equipped with temperature, pressure, humidity , and windspeed instruments, thelZkg craft steered 
its way last August ( 1998 ) from St. John’s, in Newfoundland, to South Uist Island, one of Scot- 
lands Outer Hebrides. It flew the 3200~km distance in 26 hours. Sponsored initially by the Austra- 
lian Bureau of Meteorology, the Laima is now being supported by weather organizations in several 
nations. 

Micro Air Vehicles ( MAVs ) could provide individual soldiers with surveillance and target- 
ting information ( cfr IEEE Spectrum, January 1999, pp.73-78 ).Two candidate designs, initially 
equipped with CCD ( Charge-Coupled Device ) cameras, are a novel flying disk from AeroViron- 
ment Inc., in Monrovia, Calif., and a fixed-wing craft from Sanders, Nashua, N.H. The chief design 
hurdle, apart from the aerodynamics, is getting enough power into such small objects. 
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Part A. 
1 Thermal ( IR ) Imager 1 

A. 1. Thermal Imaging Devices 

Like the image intensifier, the thermal imager is a passive night vision device being thereby unde- 
tectable by the opponent. But its working is independent of the ambient illuminance because a 
thermal imager is sensitive to Wthermal ZR radiation ( composed of all wavelengths h between 
3l,t and 15k, where 1~ = lOdm ) emanating naturally from all observed objects. 

The thermal image has another aspect than the “visible” image: e.g., a white man and a 
black man are both seen “white” while a polar bear is seen entirely black. 
Consequently, we have to learn to interpret thermal images. 

Because the atmosphere exhibits 2 transmission windows ( cfr fig. A. 1 ) within the thermal 
IR wavelengths ( 3 lt < h < 15 ~1 ), 2 kinds of thermal imagers coexist, respectively the 3 ~1 to 5 l.t 
imager ( devoted to the same window ) regularly called MWIR ( Mid Wave IR ) and the 8 ~1 to 12 l.t 
imager ( dedicated to the 8 lo to 14 l,t window ) sometimes termed LWIR ( Long Wave IR ). 
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-Visibility 20.0 km 
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Fig.Al. Atmosoheric transmission for a target distance of 2km with the wavelengths of the main 
lasers of militarv interest. The visibility distance is a distance at which a unitary contrast object is 
perceived with a visual contrast of 2% ( which is an unvisible one because the lowest contrast ner- 
Centible bv the best eve ‘s 3% ). t’s see t at onlv the CO laser is compatible with thermal irnm 
(8pm- 12 pm ) and canlpenetra~elmist.r!s~oke and dustcl&ds. 
MILTECH 5/87. p. 126. 
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Normaal TV beeld Therm&h TV beeld 

FigA2. f Visible ) TV image (left) and thermal image (right) taken with a Th IR camera in the 
(8pm- 12 pm ) band on a hazy day in Den helder ( NL ). On the lefthand “visible” image, one ship 
is barelv distinguishable at a few hundred meters from the oier. On the ( righthand ) thermal image 
a second vessel is clearlv visible at 6km from the uier. 

Thermal imaging allows the user to see through external visual camouflage means, smoke 
screens, vegetation ( even heavy brush ); this is called the decamouflaging efect of thermal ima- 
gers. 

Thermal imagers in the 8 to 12~ waveband work fairly in adverse weather conditions and 
can penetrate moderate natural ( like drizzle, haze, fogmist ) and manmade ( like dust clouds and 
smoke screens ) obscurants. This is illustrated by fig.A2. 

Furthermore the maximum range of thermal imagers is about 10 times that of image intensi- 
fiers. Some FLlR’s ( Forward Looking Infra Red ) equipping, e.g. the F-l 17, can probably “see” at 
40km. Spaceborne FLIR’s can even “see” at several hundreds of km’s. 

Considering all the previous advantages of thermal imaging, one could wonder why image 
intensifiers are still in use. The response is that, today, thermal imagers are about 5 times bulkier, 
heavier and more expensive than image intensifying devices. 

SCAN ELEMENT 
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Fig.A3. Simole single-detector dual-axis thermal imager: the “scan element ” is also often called 
“resolution &me t ” and is nothing else but the usual “vixel ‘I. i.e.. it is the detector’s image in the 
plane of the obiec? 
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Figure A3 depicts the structure of a single-detector thermal imager using a 2D 
optomechanical scanning as used by FLIR’s. The objective is a converging system imaging the re- 
solution element ( which is the detector’s image in the object space and corresponds to the transver- 
se section of the radar resolution cell ) of the object onto the IR detector. This detector produces a 
weak electrical signal which is amplified to drive a display which is electronically scanned in syn- 
chronism with the detector’s scanning to generate a visual counterpart of the ( invisible ) IR image. 
The opto-mechanical scanning ( by both scanning mirrors ) of fig.A3 is difficult to ruggedize. 
Therefore, there is a clear evolution towards electronic scanning which is inertionless and more rug- 
ged by nature and whose first achievement was a staring array from Mitsubishi using 5 12x 5 12 
PtSi detectors monolithically integrated with their Si CCD readout cells. Of course, electronic scan- 
ning requires FPA’s ( Focal Plane Arrays ) - see fig-A4 - with no mechanical scanning at all. 

Real time thermal images with high temperature resolution ( enabling eventually to image 
objects at many tens of kilometres ) require a quantum detector which is made of the following 
semi-conductors: 

- InSb or PtSi cooled at 77K ( = -196°C ) for the 3 p to 5 l,t band 
- CMT ( i.e., Cd,Hg,-,Te with O<x<l ) cooled either at -80°C for the 3~ to 5~ band or 

at 77K for the 8~ to 12~ band. 
The deep cooling prevents narcissism ( explained by fig.AS and its caption ) of the quan- 

tum detector and can be performed either with Peltier elements to cool down to -80°C or with Jou- 
le-Thomson expansions or Stirling coolers to obtain 77K. Fig.A6 summarizes the main features of 
those three “operational” cooling mechanisms, since liquid nitrogen ( T= 77K ) cooling can only be 
used in laboratory equipments. 

P AELD Of 
ViEW Of FPA 

(FOCAL PLANE 
A R RA y, BECSUSE 

Profection of detectors 
on object plane 

FkA4. FPA ( Focal Plane Arravs ). i.e.. multielement detectors. 
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Three ways of cooling infra-red 
detectors: 
‘a) A four-stage thennoeletric cooler (Peltier 
?ffect) built into the encapsulation of a 3 
tm to 5 [cm detector, can cool it to 193 K 
n about 25 seconds using only a few 
watts; 
fbJ A Joule-Thomson cooler, using bottled 
compressed gas, can coot a 8 pm to 13 
urn detector to 80 K and keep it there for 
as long as the gas supply lasts: one with 
its own compressor requires about 3 
seconds cool-down time and consumes 
about 80 W per watt of cooling toad. 
Ic) A Stirling-cycle engine requires about 5 
to 10 minutes cool-down time to 80 K and 
consumes about 5&V per watt of cooling 
‘oad: the working fluid is helium. 

Fig.A6. Three “oDerational” ways of cooling IR detectors. 
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Fig.A7. Simplified cross section of DEWAR with IR detector mounted. 
The cold stoD ( or radiation shield 1 Drevents the detector from viewing 

the “hot” harts of its direct environment. 

Fig.A7. gives some details about the arrangement of the detector within the DEWAR. 
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Fig.A8. Thermoelectric coolim: (a) minciole of the Peltier effect; 
031 three-stage thermoelectric refrigerator. 

Fig.A8 (a) reminds the principle of the thermoelectric cooling by the Peltier effect while FigA8 (b) 
details a three-stage thermoelectric cooler. 
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FigA9. (a) Frincinle of the Joule-Thomson cryostat: 01) more details about the Joule-Thomson 
cooling. 
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Fig.10. Views of the interrral-StirlinP cycle cooler Cleft) and the more ret t Split-Stirling cycle cooler Cripht). The latter allows the comDressor to be convenientlv locate? 
[ Photonics Spectra, Ott 89, p. 761 
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Fig.Al l&lit Stirling cooler and Stirline: heatinn cvcle. 
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Fig.A9 explains better the cooling by a Joule-Thomson expansion of a dry high pressure gas usual- 
ly contained within a bottle; for this reason this cooling method is sometimes called”bottle cooler”. 
Figures A10 and Al 1 detail better the Stirling cooler. Most IR detectors exhibit also a piezoelectric 
effect; hence, they suffer from a microphonic noise. For that reason the previous integral Stirling 
coolers ( cfr fig.AlO ) have been replaced by the split Stirling coolers in order to avoid that 
micropho-nit noise of the detector which rings like a bell when it is pinched. 

B. 2. Physics and Investigation of Thermal Images 

IR thermography is based on the thermal radiation laws (illustrated by fig.Al2) established 
by Planck, Wien and Stefan-Boltzmann. Wien’s law, expressing the wavelength of maximum radia- 
tion h,(p) = 2898 / T (IQ, explains nicely why the plume (I’ = 8OOK) of a jet aircraft or a missile 
is best seen by a 3l.r to 5~ thermal imager while devices working in the 8~ to 12~ band are ideal 
for thermal imaging of objects around 300K. 

A thermal imager will see the power P, radiated by the resolution element of fig.A3, i.e., it 
will see the product of the area of the resolution element by its radiant excitance coT4 where cr is 
the (universal) constant of Stefan-Boltzmann while E is called emissivity . 

Fig.Al2.Evolution of the blackbodv radiation 
with increasing: temnerature 

For a given imager and a given object’s distance, it follows that the thermal imager sees the product 
&T4 from the sueace of the resolution element, i.e.the thermal imager sees heat patterns corrupted 
by E which is a dimensionless factor whose values lie between 0 and 1. Emissivity can vary with 
the direction of measurement and it is a function of the type of material and, more especially, of the 
surface state of the observed material because the thermal radiation is intrinsically a sur$ace pheno- 
menon. Furthermore, for an opaque material, the emissivity is related to the material reflectance R 
by the equation E = 1-R. The previous features explain why pleats in clothes are visible on thermal 
images and why a polished metal ( behaving as a mirror ) exhibits a E = 0.1 while the same oxidi- 
zed or painted metal is characterized by a E = 0.9. 
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B. 3. Applications of IR Thermography 

We are going to cite a non exhaustive list of applications (most civilian ones) of IR thermo- 
graPhYs 
(13.tkn.s~.~~h.~Q~.h~~~ ~e~~ge.s.~~...s is obvious because a them-d imaw displays heat pat- 
terns. 
EMX. QhJ~n..Dasmc.tiv~ .hves.ti.ati~nl is also a stiaightfow=d application because the recording 
of thermal patterns (which are disturbed by hidden defects) in numerous industrial applications 
helps monitor potential dangers or defects, e.g., flaws in materials on a processing line can be de- 
tected. 
(3.).a!~c.~c..~d.e!~~~~~~-~-~~u.s~.where the application is entirely based upon the heat production 
by Joule effect which reveals hot spots, bad connections... 
(~).srre~c.a!.~~~~~c-~~.~.~.s~ is should be stressed that IR thermography can generally find breast can- 
cer because the tumour is close to the skin. 
(S.).AaCUltsmd .fC?l3XiiSt,. fQ.Ki$J. .s~ei!hnce.,~~~~Q~. de~~adnn.~d.w~~~b.~~ fQ!-!X~St; those 
applications are based on heat patterns and spatial variations of the emissivity. 
(~.).&chae.o.l.ogy.; underground galleries, ruins or remains are revealed either by the decamouflaging 
effect or by spatial variations in the emissivity of the vegetation. 
(ir.).Automobile; malfunctions can be found in catalytic pods, in cylinders (bad combustion), in air- 
filters (e.g.,stops),in exhaust gases,... 
(g.).Poll.u.ti.o.n.: monitoring of overheating or of chemical pollution (emissivity variations) 
(S.).~e.~Q~e..s~~si.~~ especially in military applications like 
- revealing a tank concealed behind a heavy brush or visual camouflaging means 
- revealing a squad of infantrymen crossing a field under cover of darkness. 
- or even the tracks left by feet of infantrymen, this last possibility having been used, during the 
Vietnam war, by the US Army to detect Vietcongs concealed behind vegetation. 
.( LO.). Wl!Gil~~C.G,.s~~Utit~, .&tl. Sy&S?X 
- sensing intrusions into hazardous or restricted areas 
- thermal imagers allow harbours, docks as well as airports and high security locations to be clearly 
viewed in both total darkness and poor visibility. 
(!.1.).~.~.figk~~ng~.:,thermal imagers enable to find the origin of fires behind thick smoke. 
(!.2H%XNX.g. 
- locate people overcome by smoke 
- detect survivors under the debris of collapsed buildings by means of their body heat 
- detect concealed bodies: this possibility has been used by the British Army in Northern Ireland to 
find bodies (hidden behind the vegetation) of hostages killed by the IRA (a FLIR aboard of a flying 
helicopter was used for this purpose) 
~13.).~.~~~nt-~.~~~~~~~c.~~ aboard a vehicle or an aircraft, items which are going to breakdown 
soon can be revealed either by unusual hot spots or by cold areas, enabling to replace them in ad- 
vance. British Airways and the RAF use thermal imaging to locate trapped water in aircraft 
structures by scanning likely areas soon after the aircraft has landed from a high altitude flight; any 
trapped water shows as a cold spot in the structure. 
I!.~).L.~~..enf~~~:CRfnRllt.:.military IR techniques are being adapted by various law enforcement 
agencies to battle crime and drugs. New handheld IR imagers are replacing or supplementing ima- 
ge intensifiers, which are less effective, particulary for seeing through camouflage or on moonless 
or cloudy nights because they are light-sensitive rather than thermally sensitive, and require some 
ambient light to be effective. 
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B. 4. Thermal and Quantum Detectors 

Fig.A. 13. Spectral sensitivity S (h) and specific detectivitv D* exhibit the same 
shape for a detector. While the working of a thermal detector is almost wavelength . anendent. a auantum detector is much more sensitive but also stron_plv wave- 

len_pth sensitive. Notice that D* = (A.@ NETD 
/ 

In the case of an “uncooled” thermal imager, the detector of fig.A.3 is a thermal detector which 
may work at ambient temperature (300K) but, if compared to a quantum detector, is much slower 
(because of the thermal inertia) and (see f1g.A. 13) much less sensitive, thereby restricting the unco- 
oled thermal imager to ranges of less than one km. 

Unlike thermal detectors, quantum detectors are (see fig.A. 13) much more sensitive (ena- 
bling high detection ranges) and faster because they use the photoelectric effect (illustrated by 
fig.A.5) which is a direct interaction between photon and electron. 

Clearly it follows from fig.AS that a photon 
hu =hch / 

can only be absorbed if its energy satisfies the condition 

or, equivalently, if its wavelength obeys the condition 
h < h, 

where h, = hc 
/ Q 

is the famous cut-off wavelength of a S.C. (semi-conductor) usually computed 

by the practical formula 

‘c(p) = 1’24Eg(ev) / 
Since a S.C. quantum detector can only detect wavelengths below the cut-off wavelength, it follows 
from the last formula and from fig.A.13 that a MWIR (31.1-5~) imager necessitates a S.C. with a gap 
Eg = 0.25eV (corresponding to h, = 5~) while a LWIR (8~-12~) imager requires a S.C. with a 
gap Eg = O.leV which are narrow gaps compared to the typical value Eg = 1 eV of usual S.C. like 
Si, Ge or GaAs. Typical narrow gap S.C. quantum detectors are InSb and CMT (Cadmium Mercury 
Telluride) for MWIR imagers and CMT (i.e., again Cd,Hg,-,Te , but with another value of x be- 
cause Eg and thus h, depend on x) for LWIR imagers. 
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Because of their inherent narrow gap Eg, S.C. quantum detectors feature, at room 
temperature (300K), a much too high value of their dark current 

Id = I, exP - VI E, 
(kT) 

explaining their narcissism and, consequently, the$requirement of a deep cooling to drastically re- 
duce this narcissism. 

Concerning the thermal detectors, we concentrate our study on the two fastest thermal 
detectors (enabling 25 images per second): the micro-bolometer (fig.Al4) and the pyroelectric de- 
tector (fig.AlS) which is a capacitor with temperature dependent dielectricum. 
Unlike the pyroelectric detector (cfr fig.A16), the (micro)bolometers --which are temperature de- 
pending resistors, i.e., thermistors-- do not require that the scene be chopped, i.e., bolometers can 
operate with or without a chopper. 

Fig.Al4. Honevwell’s FPA structure using microbolometers which are in fact silicon thermistors 
[Photonics Spectra, May 94, p.441 
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BLACK COATING 
PYROELECTRIC 

ELECTRODES 

Fig.AlS. A pyroelectric material has electrical polarization (permanent dipolar mo- 
ment) even in the absence of an aDDlied voltage. The materials are usuallv ferroelec- 
tric crvstals but can be also orpanic Dolvmers (like PVDF) On heating the material 
exDands and Droduces a change in the Dolarization which builds UD a charge on op- 
posite surfaces. This causes a current to flow in the circuit which connects the elec- 
trodes. The black coating enhances the absorDtion of radiation and achieve (cfr fig. 
A13) a broad range of constant sensitivitv. 

\ Black Coaling 100 
mVlmW 

Fig.Al6. Structure of a pyroelectric detecting set-up with a chopper in front of the 
pvroelectric detector. 

We just established that a S.C. quantum detector can only “see” wavelengths obeying 
h < h, 

This condition can be overcome with GaAs (although h, = 0.87~ for GaAs) by resorting to 
QWIPs (Quantum Well Infrared Photodetector) whose working is explained by fig.Al7 and its 
caption; in the case of a QWIP, the cut-of wavelength h, is given by 

where AE - AE is the energy separation between the single bound state E,, and the continuum of 
the conduction band-can be as low as O.leV by a proper choice of the quantum well thickness t and 
the composition x of Al,Ga,-,As 
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FkA17.Stucture and working of a OWIP. The continuum of 
energv levels is renresented bv the crosshatched areas. The 
OW detector uses intrwd absorotion instead of the inter- 
band absorotion used bv conventional detectors. The realiza- 

tion of the OW (Ouantum Well) reauires a well tickness t less 
than the de Broglie hp 

- / 
wavelength which is 20nm for elec- 

trons within GaAs. 
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B. 5. Staring Arrays for Electronic Scanning 

Fig.Al8. A ( two-dimensional ) mosaic of detectors needs no mechanical scanning: if 
its imaee on obiect’s nlane covers the whole FOV p of the imwr: that is the defini- - 
$ion of a staring arrav, 

The opto-mechanical scanning of fig.A3 is difficult to ruggedize and suffers also from its mechani- 
cal inertia. Therefore, there is a clear evolution towards electronic scanning ( comparable to pha- 
sed arrays in radars ) which uses special FPAs ( Focal Plane Arrays ) called staring arrays, i.e., 
large 2-D detector arrays which can stare-out into the scene giving a one-to-one correspondance 
( cfr fig.Al8 ) between each pixel or scan-element ( image of one single-element detector of 
fig.A3 ) and each single-element detector, which is similar in many ways to the CCD detectors 
used in modem lightweight TV cameras (F: camescopes ). Indeed by using a mosaic, that is a 2-D 
array ( fig.Al8 ) 
of detectors, it may be possible to cover the whole FOV ( Field of View ) of the imager in the ob- 
ject field, as depicted by fig.Al8, without any mechanical or optical scanning motion provided the 
mosaic is big enough and comprises enough ( typically, at least 512x512 ) single-element detec- 
tors in order not to waste the spatial resolution of the thermal imager. A staring array eliminates the 
expensive and tricky high-speed opto-mechanical scanning used in present thermal imagers by 
matching one detector to each picture element ( or pixel ) resulting in a compact unit which can be 
easily carried and used by one man. 

To perform a pure electronic scanning, it “suffices” to sequentially read the output electrical 
signals of all detectors of the mosaic of fig.Al8. This sequential read-out is achieved by a 2-D mul- 
tiplexer which is composed either of CCD readout cells or of CMOS switches as illustrated by fig. 
A19. 
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Fig.Al9. Multiplexer comnosed of CMOS-switches for the seuuential readout of 
2-D: 

Unfortunately, because of technological maturity, most multiplexers are presently made 
of silicon which is lattice mismatched with most narrow gap S.C. quantum detectors, thereby 
preventing monolythic integration ( in one single plane ) of the IR detectors and their corresponding 
Si readout cells. Since IR detectors like InSb and CMT are not compatible with Si, they require a 
hybrid integration ( represented by fig.A20 ) with the additional difficulty that the whole device of 
fig.A20 has to be cooled inside the DEWAR of fig.A3 and that the thermal expansion coefficients 
of InSb and CMT are quite different from those of Si or GaAs. As illustrated by fig-A21 the same 
situation prevails for the microbolometer and pyroelectric detectors; fortunately the latter may work 
at room temperature, thereby eliminating the difficulty of the thermal expansion coefficient. 

Fig.A20. Hybrid integration for InSb and CMT detectors 
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Fig.A21. Schematic of the Ferroelectric / Hybrid Focal @ane Array and its use 
in an R sensor head. 
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Recently, new thermal detectors appeared enabling monolithic integration with their readout multi- 
plexing cells. Those detectors are arrays of micromachined thermal sensors allowing “uncooled” IR 
detection in the 8~-12~ band: the polySiGe material used as thermistor is CMOS compatible 
in contrast to existing microbolometers. Imaging arrays are under development at IMEC (Leuven) 
as an extension of this technology. 

B. 6. The Future of Thermal IR Detectors 

The next considerations are coming from SPIE, OE Reports, Nr 184, April 1999. 
At present, four main IR detector technologies claim the lion’s share of global development: 

mercury-cadmium-telluride (HCT or MCI), indium antimonide InSb, quantum-well IR photodec- 
tors (QWIP) and microbolometer / pyrometer FPAs (Focal Plane Arrays). Development within the- 
se different techniques takes many tracks, from the enlarging of array sizes to the reducing of pixel 
dimensions; from the movement of hybrid bump-bonding designs (cfr fig.A20) to the unity of mo- 
nolithic detectors and expanded spectral sensitivity in multiple colors, e.g., bi-color or bi-spectral 
FPA, combining either MWIR with LWIR or NIR (near IR) with LWIR. 

InSb, which has been around for more than 40 years, represents a mature technology for 
imaging MWIR (3 ~-5~1). “Either InSb or MCI’ is highly reproducible right now”, said Paul Norton 
of Raytheon. Later this year (1999), Raytheon will release the first 2052~2052 InSb FPA for a con- 
sortium of astronomers, giving them four times the output of the previous 1024x 1024 arrays. 

According to Kozlowski, Rockwell is working with Boeing on dual-color devices for two- 
color uncooled NIR and LWIR imaging. Using InGaAs arrays for NIR and 220x 340-pixel micro- 
bolometer arrays sensitive to 24mK for the 8p to 14~ spectrum, these systems offer something 
special for military defense systems. 

“Two-color is starting to become a very big area. With ships the short band (NIR) lets you 
see missiles at long ranges. A second, longer spectral band (LWIR) lets you discriminate between 
missiles andflares or other countermeasures”, Kozlowski said. 

According to microbolometer expert Paul Kruse, cutting-edge microbolometers are striving 
to reduce the current pixel size from 50~ square to 25 p . Parallel to this is the DARPA goal of a- 
chieving a noise equivalent temperature difference (NETD, sometimes called temperature resoluti- 
on) of 1OmK. “It is very hard to combine a smaller pixel size with a lower NETD because NETD 
goes inversely with area”, explained Kruse. Notice that the specific detectivity D* has therefore 
been defined as 

D* = (A.d NETD / 
where A is the detector’s area (always in cm2) and Af is the processing bandwidth (in Hz). 

Researchers are taking several different tracks towards achieving more sensitive detectors, 
including switching from different combinations of the active materials in the vanadium oxide 
(VOX) group sputtered on a silicon nitride microstructure layer, to photo-enhanced chemical vapor 
deposition of amorphous silicon. Other exciting areas include the high temperature resistance coef- 
ficient of colossal magneto-resistance films and new structural designs using barium-strontium-titi- 
nate (a ferro-electric material) active-area pixel arrays. 

Next to the interesting material development in microbolometers lies the development of 
QWIP technology based (see fig.Al7) on GaAs / AlGaAs heterostructures. Using MBE (Molecular 
Beam Epitaxial) growth on large wafers, H.C.Liu of the National Research Council Canada (Otta- 
wa) expects that QWIP technology will lead to the most easily mass-produced IR imaging devices 
in the mid- to longwave IR. 
Furthermore QWIPs enable an easy manufacturing of bispectral FPAs. 

Both the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Pasadena,CA) and Lockheed Martin (Sanders, NH and 
Orlando, FL) have two-color focal plane arrays based on QWIP designs in the 3- to 5- and 8- to 
12-pm spectrum. Although QWIP designs promise to eventually reach out to 20 or 30lm, most 
QWIP arrays require extensive cooling down to 70K, although recent developments at Thompson- 
CSF show that the devices can operate at the higher temperature of 90K. 
Liu expects that exploration into combining QWIPs with GaAs multiplexing circuits will 
increase the utility of QWIP technology by placing both detector and readout circuit on the 
same chip. 
Another solution, being developed at the NRC Canada,involves attaching LEDs directly to the 
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zm’$P active area and optically reading the output with a separate charge-coupled device (CCD) 

Interestingly, work on IR imagers has also lead to improved visible CMOS imagers. According to 
Kozlowski, Rockwell’s work on IR imagers at Newport Beach, CA has led to the recent spin-off of 
a new company that has a CMOS imager of comparable or better performance than off-the-shelf 
CCD imagers. According to Kozlowski, the newcomer, Conexant (Newport Beach, CA), has re- 
cently announced a visible CMOS camera on a chip with 1280x 1024 pixels that has a read noise 
below 10 e and a sensitivity of 1.W per lux second with a dark current of 50 PA/cm*. 
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Part B 
The SAR ( Synthetic Aperture Radar ) 

B. 1. Introduction 

The SAR is chiefly a pulse SLAR ( side looking airborne radar )-see fig.Bl-performing ground 
imaging and achieving much better resolution ( smaller pixel ) on the ground through a 
sophisticated nignal.pxoc.ezs.ing The SAR is either sp.a.ce:.bo~e ( aboard a satellite ) or airbo.r~ 
(aboard an aircraft ), i.e., the SAR platform is either a satellite or an aircraft. 

Fig. Bl 
SLAR with the denression angle A. 

Motion of the SAR with respect to the ground is mandatory. The SAR requires recording of both 
amnlitude and phase ; therefore the SAR can be claimed as being a holog;ranhic radar. 

The SAR is an imaging radar achieving a pixel size comparable to that of the best EO 
(electro-optical) sensors which are camera’s using visible and near IR radiation or thermal imagers, 

but the SAR is much more expensive then those EO sensors. Why then using a SAR ? Because the 
SAR performs much better at night, during bad weather conditions and, especially, through clouds, 
although the heavy signal processing does not always enable the SAR to deliver images in real 
*. 

Indeed, Fig. B2 demontrates clearly that EO sensors are ineffective through cloud cover, 
while radar sensors have good to superior performance through cloud cover and rain. EO 
transmission through rain is a function of the size of the raindrops, rainrate and the path length 

through the rain. EO passive sensors are limited from about 2 to 5 km of path length through rain. 
The best sensors in looking through clouds and rain ate radar sensors. Radar sensors have negligible 
attenuation at frequencies below 10 GHz. That’s the reason why most SAR’s are working in the 
following radar bands : 
L( l-2GHz),S(2-4GHz),C(4-8GHz),X(S-12GHz). 
At higher frequencies, millimeter wave sensors operating in clouds and rain are limited from about 
2 to 5 km length of path through the clouds and rain, with the same implications as those discussed 
for the EO sensors ( both passive and active, like the laser rangefinder ). 
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The superiority of the radar ( with respect to the EO sensors ), which is already obvious in the 

presence of rain, becomes enormous in the presence of clouds. Indeed, for a 1 km length of path 
through a dense cloud, the 2-way ( round trip ) attenuation 
- is 0.2 dB below 30 GHz 
- is more than 200 dB for near IR and visible radiations. 

Figure B3 ( showing a space-borne SAR aboard the Space Shuttle ) reviews the basics of 

SAR image formation, stressing the necessity of the platform motion for the building up of a radar 
image, and introduces the two image dimensions as being 
- range ( across-track ) 
- azimuth ( along-track ) with azimuth coordinate x. Let us now consider the image nixel, i.e., the 
smallest resolvable obiect on ground. 

Fig. B4. The nixel of the radar image on around with size 6R.6AZ( nixel = smallest resolvable 
) object 

To understand the necessity of the platform motion and the subsequent signal processing of a SAR, 
it is of utmost importance to evaluate the size 6RSAZ of the radar image pixel on the ground where 
( see fig. B4 ) 
- 6R is the range resolution ( on ground ) 
- 6AZ is the azimuth resolution ( on ground ). 
The radar image pixel of fig. B4 is nothing else but the footprint on the ground of the re.soluti.~n.~~;!! 
( fig. B5 ) determined by the radial resolution cT2 ( where T is the pulse width ) and the two / 
angular resolutions 9, and 9,, ( being respectively the 3-dB beamwidths in the azimuth and 

elevation planes ) as sketched by fig. B5 
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( the volume of this resolution cell being cTA. R8, .RCl,, which is proportional to the square of the 

range R ) 

Fig BS. The resolution cell with its radial size cTh( where T is the pulse width ) and its transverse 

sizes R8,z and R& P - 
Let us first calculate the ground image pixel sizes 6R and 6AZ for a conventional SLAR, i.e., a 
radar which does not implement the sophisticated signal processing of a SAR. Therefore we 
introduce ( see fig. B6 ) the coordinates used in the SAR theory, i.e., the x coordinate along track 
and the ( slant ) range R whose minimum value R. is the range at closed approach, i.e., when the 

target is purely broadside ; fig. B6 shows the azimuth angle AZ as well. 

radar 

Fig. B6. SAR co-ordinate svstem 
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The range resolution 6R on ground, i.e., the smallest resolvable object across track, is derived from 
CT 

the radial resolution cTA by using g fi . B7 which shows immediately that 6R = - where A is 
2cosA 

the depression angle ; A is also the grazing angle. 

Fig. B7. Derivation of the range resolution on ground 

To compute the azimuth resolution 6AZ on ground, i.e., the smallest resolvable object along track, 
it suffices to calculate the transverse size RoOAz of the resolution cell as shown by fig. B8. 

V&LO c/-y 

Fig. B8. Derivation of the azimuth resolution on ground : notice that &AZ is the footmint along 
track of the AE radiation nattem on ground. 

The real aperture length D is nothing else but the size of the real SLAR antenna along track ( i.e., 
along the platform velocity ). The corresponding real aperture ( azimuth ) beamwidth 8, is then 

given by 

where h is the wavelength of the SLAR. 
Since 0, is a small angle ( a few degrees ), 6AZ is nothing else but the corresponding transverse 

size of the resolution cell and is given by 

I 6AZ = Roe, = R. h/D 
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The latter result is a dramatical one because the azimuth resolution &AZ 
- increases with the range R, 

- is unfortunately proportional to the wavelength. 
Unfortunately the wavelength of a radar sensor is much bigger than the wavelength of an EO 

sensor. Considering fig. B2, the ratio h radar 
/ h is of the order 3 cm/3~=10,000 making 

EOsensor 

thereby the azimuth resolution 10,000 times worse for a radar sensor. 
For instance, for a 10 m antenna ( D=lOm ), operating ( case of a spaceborne radar sensor ) at 800 
km range ( R, = 800 km ) at h = 25 cm ( P band ), the formula of 6AZ gives a minimum object 

size of 20 km, while this minimum object size would be of the order of 2 m for an EO sensor. 
Conversely, the range resolution 6R would be at least 

- 150 m for a pulse width T = lps 
- 3 km for a pulse width T = 20~s) because GR>cTA 

Clearly, a radar sensor necessitates a drastical reduction of both sizes 6R and 6AZ of the pixel on 
ground ( the case being particularly dramatic for 6AZ ) in order to achieve images of the same 
quality as those given by the EO sensors. 

The solution is quite obvious for the reduction of 6R : it suffices to compress the pulse 
width to a value z in the receiver as done by the PC ( Pulse Compression ) radar using a pulse 
compression ratio 

which is nothing else but the well known time-bandwidth product. Values of p = BT of the order of 

several thousands are quite feasible. Transmitting directly the much narrower pulse width z ( in 
order to bypass the range compression ) is not feasible because it would require from the SAR a 
much higher peak power which would also increase the detectability by the enemy ELINT. 

For 6AZ the harmful effect comes from the large wavelength h of all radar sensors. This 

very big value of h could be compensated ( in view of the formula 6AZ = Rob/D) by replacing the 

real antenna of aperture length D by a very big linear array ( see fig. B9 ) of aperture length L such 
that L/D = 10,000. Such a big linear array is evidently not feasible and totally unrealistic because 

such an array would be much bigger than the platform ! The solution will consist in replacing the 
very big linear array by a corresponding synthetic aperture with the same aperture length L as 
shown by fig. B9. 

Assuming that the radar platform moves in a straiPht nath, the synthetic aperture length L is 

( cfr fig. B 10 ) nothing else but the path AB travelled by the radar platform during the dwell time 
( or integration time or illumination time ) 

Ts = tout - ti, = Lk 

where ti, is the instant where the target enters ( point A ) the real aperture beam and t, is the 

instant where the target leaves ( point B ) the real aperture beam of beamwidth 8,. 
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Fig. B9. Verv big linear array and corresuondine svnthetic auerture of auerture length L 

Fig. B 10. Maximum svnthetic auerture length L 
Evidently, it is clear from fig. B 10 that the ( maximum ) synthetic aperture length L depends on the 
real aperture beamwidth 8,, which in turn depends on the real aperture length D because 

%Z = h/D and ( since 8, is a small angle ) 

I L = R,f& = RO ‘/D I 
If this synthetic aperture of length L can be synthesized, the corresponding synthetic beamwidth 
would be 
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resulting in a much smaller azimuth ( along-track ) resolution ( i.e., smallest resolvable object 
along-track ) given by 

6AZ=R,f3, =Ro-=- h Roa.D=D 
L R,h 

which is nothing else but the real aperture length along-track and is surprisingly ~.indepe.uden.t. 
The previous result has been obtained by a crude calculation. Accurate ( exact ) calculations show 
that the SAR performs even better and that the smallest resolvable object along-track ( or azimuth 
resolution of the SAR ) is given by 

I 6AZ = D/ 
I 

the half of the real aperture length along track. Figures B 11 and B 12 summarize the previous results 
successively for a conventional SLAR (no SAR-like signal processing) and for a SAR, T being the 

transmitted pulse width and z the compressed pulse width. 

Fig. B 11, Conventional SLAR uixel : A is the denression angle 

The SAR signal processing reducing the range resolution 6R from 
CT CT 

- to - is termed 
2cosA 2 COSA 

range compression ( which is exactly the pulse compression of a PC radar ). The SAR signal 

processing reducing the azimuth resolution from RoX to D/2 is termed azimuth compression ; 

the latter achievement is entirely due to the synthetic aperture which we shall discuss now in more 
details. 
Notice that the platform straight path assumption is not a very crucial one and that target motion 
corrections ( with respect to a straight path ) are small. 
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Fig. B12. SAR pixel 

B. 2. The Synthetic Aperture 

Fig. B13. Sidelooking: radar confimration with the svnthetic aperture length L 
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The principle of synthetic aperture processing is to realize the azimuth resolution appropriate to a 
large linear array ( cfr fig. B9. a ) by synthesizing the aperture of length L ( see fig. B 13 ) 
seque.ntidly using just one radiating element ( which is nothing else but the real SAR antenna of 
length D ) moved along the whole synthetic aperture rather than instantaneously with all the signals 
available simultaneously in parallel. That means that the role of the various radiating elements Ei of 

the big linear array of fig. B9 (a) is played by the sequential positions ( indicated by the crosses on 
fig. B13 ) of the single real SAR antenna at the successive instants of the transmitted pulses, 
provided the SAR records and stores both anmlitudes and phases of the echoes at those sequential 
positions. This means that at each position indicated by the crosses on fig. B13, the single real 
antenna radiates a pulse, then receives and stores amnlitude and chase of the reflected signal 
(called echo). These stored data are then processed in a manner analogous to the coherent weighted 
summation carried out in a large linear array. We remind that the focusing operation ( it means the 
build up of the high directivity ) of a large linear array represents a phase adjustment of the signal 
received on each radiating element Ei ( of fig. B9. a ) of the array so that, in the summation 
process, the contributions from all array elements Ei are combined in chase. 

4 Synthetic Aperture Length, L w 

0 Era +------------ -(E) CS) 
Oirerxicm of Platform Motion 

Fig. B14. The seouential uositions ( at the instants of the transmitted nulses ) of the single real SAR 
antenna 

Fig. B 14 summarizes quite good the SAR principle : 
- the larger the antenna ( the larger the length L ) the finer the details the radar can resolve 
- in a SAR, one synthesizes a very long antenna ( of length L ) by combining the echoes received 

by the single real antenna as it moves along the targets. 
- at each position of fig. 14 a pulse is transmitted, then return echoes pass through the receiver and 

are recorded ( in amplitude and in phase ) in an ” echo store”, for later processing into a SAR 
image. 

Fig. B15 gives the ( slant ) ranges corresponding to the sequential positions of the single real 
antenna. At position Ei, the echo phase is proportional to 2R, ( because of the round trip ). 
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Point Target P 

Phase 
Shifters 

Summation 

u I I2 square-law Detection 
Fig. B15. Formine a SAR image of a point target bv Dhase correction : the iso-range line 
Sk h if <Rn, the radius of cwature of - 
the SDherical dioDter of this diverging lens 
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The principle of synthetic aperture is to combine the sequence of echoes ( received at the sequential 
positions Ei of fig. B15 ) coherently - coherently means adding all echoes from the target P after 

compensating ( i.e., matching ) all phases - like a big linear array to get the effect of a large along- 

track antenna, and hence azimuth resolution. 

The process of matching the phases of the echoes can be thought of as a frequency-domain 

matched filtering processing. In this respect it is very similar to matched filtering of a chirped pulse 

in a radar pulse compression ( performed in the compression filter of a PC radar ), and for this 

reason it is often referred to as azimuth comnression, or azimuth correlation. 

Let us summarize the SAR signal processing as follows : 

1. The range comnression ( which is a pulse compression ) is obtained by a matched filter, or, 

equivalently, by a correlation with a range reference signal which is a replica of the expected 

return from a point target at the same range. 

2. Conversely, the azimuth comnression is obtained by a correlation with an azimuth reference 

signal which is again a replica of the expected return from a point target at the same range. 
3. Since ( as we see later on ) the azimuth reference signal is range dependent, range compression 

must be performed before azimuth compression. 

4. Those 2 subsequent compressions are summarized, for a point target, by fig. B 16 showing at each 

step the obtained improvement of the resolution materialized by the corresponding reduction of 

the pixel. 
The final range resolution shown on fig. B16 corresponds to its minimum value cx obtained for a 

depression angle A=O. Since, for a PC radar, the compressed pulse width z is related to the radar 

bandwidth B by 

B ’ z- 
z 

the optimistic value of the final range resolution (i.e., the smallest resolvable object across track ) is 
\ 

given by \ 
‘\\ 

We remind the amazing final azimuth resolution ( i.e., the smallest resolvable object along track ) as 

being 

where D is the aperture length along track of the real antenna. 
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Fig. B 16. The 2 successive commessions of a Doint target Derformed bv the SAR 
signal Drocessing. L is the svnthetic aoerture length but also the mound footmint 
alonn-track of the real antenna beam. The value c/2B of the range resolution 
corresDonds to the ootimistic case of a deoression angle A= 0 
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range 
Fmpressed 
.aw data 

SAR 
raw aata 

Fig. B17. The raw data received from a point target ( lower image ) show as well as the 
range comnressed data the influence of ranpe curvature 

Fig. B17 illustrates the two successive compressions performed by a SAR on the raw data received 
from a real point target. The range curvature of fig.Bl7 is also called range migration and 
corresponds to the curve 

R=[R;+(x-x,)Z]’ 

of fig. B16. The range migration curve described by the last formula gives the variation of the 
(slant) range of a particular point target when the radar platform moves along that target. 

As we are going to see, the azimuth comtxession is based on the Doppler shift ( or Doppler 
frequency ) f n due to the relative motion of the target with respect to the SAR and given by 

If, 

where vn is the radial component of the velocity of the target with respect to the SAR. 

We remind that 
- vR and f, are positive for a closing target 
-vR and f, are negative for an opening target 
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B. 3. Basic Hardware Considerations 

A simplified block diagram for a SAR is shown in fig. B18 assuming a digital signal processing ; 
indeed the previous optical processing has almost disappeared although it could come to a new life : 
electro-optical processing ( using light valves ) is again used by a US compagny performing almost 
real time processing ; nevertheless, presently, the vast majority of SAR’s use digital processing for 
both range compression and azimuth compression. 

The SAR is mounted on a platform moving at a constant velocitv. The PRF must be 
sufficiently high to avoid azimuth ambiguities which are nothing else but velocity ambipuities. This 

criterion requires that the radar platform displacement cannot exceed one-half the real antenna size 
between successive transmit pulses; 

Fig. B18. Block diagram of a SAR ( schematicallv )r WKEYDELI 
in other words, if v is the magnitude of the SAR platform velocity, 

v.T, =v.Ipp=J-<D of 
PRF-2 

The latter condition is a constraint on the PRF which can easily be demonstrated as follows. It is 
very easy to show that the Doppler shifts f, at the extremes (i.e., when the target enters or leaves 
the real antenna beam ) are just fh. 

so f Dmax = / VD 
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Since velocity ambiguities are avoided if 

<pRF f - Dmax - 2 

this requires that 
v/DIPRF/2 

or PRF22VD / 

Considering the block diagram of fig. B 18, it should be stressed that 

(a).In a SAR, phase stability is exceedling important. The prime oscillators which provide the 

signal ( STALO and COHO ) for the transmitter as well as the reference ( COHO ) for the 

receiver must be very stable. The timing of the transmit pulses must be very precise with 

respect to the prime oscillators ; in other words the PRF must be derived from the COHO (just 

as it is done in a PC radar to enable full cancellation of the fixed clutter ) by dividing the 
COHO frequency f i by an integer number N : 

PRF = ‘A 

(b) Electronic circuits using a VCO (voltage controlled oscillator) can provide the desired (chirped) 

transmit pulse. Indeed, the transmit pulse must include a chirp signal in order to be able to 

perform pulse compression ( which is nothing else but the range compression ) in the receiver. 

As suggested by the block diagram of fig. B18, the whole SAR signal nrocessing is a digital 

one. Therefore, both range comnression and azimuth comnression must be performed in the 

baseband, i.e., on the bipolar video@) I ( and Q if necessary ). That is a .n9.tice.a~~.e...dlf~n~e 

.b.e~.wne;n.th~.SAR.anct.thR.R.G.~~d~ : unlike the PC radar where the pulse compression is achieved 
within the IF stages, the SAR performs its pulse ( i.e., range ) compression in the baseband, i.e., on 

the bipolar video@) I ( and Q eventually ). 
The main reason for the baseband digital processing is that a digital processing requires an A/D 

(Analog to Digital) conversion and thus a sampling of the echo signal ; obviously this sampling is 

much easier ( because of a lower sampling frequency ) on the bipolar video(s) than on an IF 

(intermediate frequency) signal. Fig. B19 displays a typical ( up ) chirped transmit pulse with 
carrier frequency f, and transmitted pulse width T. The corresponding echo signal could be down- 

converted directly to the baseband by a homodyne detection performed in a PSD ( Phase Sensitive 
Detector ) substracting f c from the frequency ramp of fig. B 19. 
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But usually the down-conversion to the baseband is done from the IF echo signal ( IF = 

intermediate frequency ) in a PSD ( or two PSD’s in case both bipolar video’s I and Q are needed ) 

which will substract the IF frequency 

fi = (4 +q 

from the IF frequency ramp. In the previous formula, f, and f, are the extreme frequencies of the 

IF frequency ramp ; those frequencies are simply related to the radar bandwidth B and the 

compressed pulse width by 
B=f,-f,=X 

Fig. B20 sketches the whole process of down-conversion from the IF signal to the baseband 
frequency f uB history, the corresponding baseband phase 

0 

and finally the baseband signal cos$an which is nothing else but the echo bipolar video 

corresponding to the chirped transmitted pulse of fig. B 19. 
The baseband signal cosQBB of fig. B20 will be also the range reference function ( displayed 

by fig. B21 ) for the correlation operation needed to achieve the baseband pulse compression, i.e., 
the range compression as a part of the SAR signal processing. 

A correlation needs always a reference function. In the case of any radar, the appropriate 

reference function is a replica of the expected return from a point target at the same range. 
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Range Time 

. 

Fig. B21. The ranpe reference function or range reference signal whose complex coniugate of the 
Fourier transform is the transfer function of the matched filter needed for nulse (i.e., 
range ) comnression 

B. 4. The Doppler History and the Azimuth Reference Functions for Azimuth 
Compression 

4. a. The straightforward but difficult way for the derivation of the DODDkr historv 
We consider the case of a point target. Fig. B22 displays again the coordinate system with the 
coordinate along-track x corresponding to the azimuth dimension of the radar images. The origin of 
x as well as the origin of the time t are chosen when R = R,, i.e., when the point target is purely 
broadside, or, equivalently, at the closest approach range R,. In other words, the origins of x and t 
correspond to the point of closest approach ( R = R, ), so we can write 

R2 = R;+x2 andx=vt 

hence 

This can be expanded 

2% 
R=(R;+x2)’ =R, l+z [ 1 
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Fig. B22. SAR co-ordinate svstem for a noint-target 

If we limit this series expansion to the first two terms : 
X2 

R=R,+- 
2RO 

The two-way ( because of the round trip of the radar wave ) phase of the sequence of echoes ( we 
remind that those echoes are received at a rate given by the PRF of the radar ) is then given ( 2 R 
because of the round trip ) by : 

c)(x) = -2R.F 

the negative sign occuring because an increasing path length represents a phase lag. So 

f)(x) = - 
[ 
?.27c+$2n 

0 1 
or w)=$o-g 

with $. being [-2;. ] O 0 27~ , i.e., the phase at closest approach. 

We see that the phase is a quadratic ( or parabolic ) function of x displayed by fig. B23 which is 
formerly identical with the base-band phase $nB of a down-chirp on fig. B20, provided we take into 

account that 

X = vt 
where v is the magnitude of the platform velocity. The previous calculation is obviously valid for a 
point-target only. 
Fig. B23 displays also the extremes of the along-track footprint of the beam of the real radar 

antenna ; since ( see fig. B8 ) this along-track footprint is ROh 
/b 

1 R,h 
, those extremes are f-- 

2 D’ 
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Since x = vt , we can also consider the phase variation of fig. B23 as a function of time, to give the 
DoDDler freouency f o ( due to the relative motion of the target with respect to the radar ). 

so 

Fig. B23. Echo chase as a function of x=vt 

Thus the Doppler frequency histo 

J 

So this quadratic variation of phase represents a linearlv-variving Doppler frequency displayed by 
fig. B24 which is formerly identical to the baseband frequency history of a down-chirp on fig. B20. 

w Again, fig. B24 displays the extremes f- 
2D 

of the footprint of the beam of the real antenna on 

ground, where D is the along-track dimension of the real antenna ( the & anerture ) ; the 
corresponding limits ( as we announced when the constraint PRF 2 2v/D was computed ) of the 

Doppler frequency are + vh. 

The expression 

and the corresponding fig. B24 are those of a down-chirp baseband frequency, thus a negative 

frequency ramp whose slope 
2v2 [ 1 -- is clearly range ( the range R, at closest approach ) 
RCA 

dependent. The corresponding baseband signal ( i.e., the corresponding bipolar video ) 
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co@ = cos [ 1 If,(t)dt is then represented by fig. B25 for various values of the range R, at closest 

0 

approach. Obviously the azimuth reference functions of fig. B25 depend not only on the range R, 

but also on the platform velocity v. 

f D 

Fig. B24. Donpler frequency as a function of x = vt 

Azimuth Reference Functions 

Azimu 111 Time 

Fig. B25. The azimuth reference functions ( reDlica of the exnected returns from a Doint target at the 

same rages 1 
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The curves of fig. B25 represent the azimuth reference functions for the correlation operation 

needed to achieve the baseband azimuth compression which, after the range compression, will 

consitute the second part of the SAR signal processing. The curves of fig. B25 are similar to the 

range reference function of fig. B21. 

The azimuth reference functions of fig. B25 are not the true azimuth bipolar video’s ( for 
different ranges R, ) because the azimuth bipolar video is not obtained instantaneously ; on the 

contrary this bipolar video is acquired after numerous pulses have been transmitted, the number of 

those transmitted pulses being ( if T, represents the IPP ) : - = L. PRF = - - TS AR, PRF 

TR v D’v 

In order to retrieve the azimuth bipolar video, the successive echoes ( from the successive 

transmitted pulses ) have to be &ored in amplitude and phase. 

Fig. B26. True bipolar video of a point-target along track at a given R. 

As shown by fig. B26, the true azimuth bipolar video ( i.e., the bipolar video along-track ) of a 
1 point-target is composed of equidistant pulses separed by a time interval TR = - * 

PRF ’ 
those pulses 

have an envelope given by the azimuth reference function of fig. B25 corresponding to the 
considered range R, . 

The vertical stripes of fig. B26 are the echo pulses emanating from the same point target and 

originated from the successive transmitted pulses ( i.e., the successive pulses transmitted by the 

radar ). 
In essence, the SAR azimuth bipolar video of fig. B26 is similar to the bipolar video’s I and Q of 

fig. B27 except that the Doppler frequency ( which is the frequency of the envelope ) is linearly 

varying with time in the case of the SAR. 

Notice that the azimuth bipolar video represented by fig. B26 does not encompass the 
influence of the true antenna radiation pattern. The upper curve of fig. B28 represents the envelone 

of the true azimuth bipolar video taking into account the radiation pattern of the true antenna. The 
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lower curves of fig. B28 express the fantastic effect of the azimuth compression. 

c 

I’SD 

bipolar 

video Q(t) 

bipolar 

video l(t) 

Fig. B27. The biDolar video’s I and 0 from a mobile target flving at constant velocitv. in the base- 

{ 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
time --> 

FiG. B28i Amplitude of 2 p_ulse response (upper curve) 
from a point target and SAR-prozessed impuls 
response of a point target (lower curve) 
following in comparison with point tar- 
get response for a real aperture radar. 
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4. b. The easv wav to establish the Doppler historv along track for a uoint target 

Since the SAR platform is flying along the point target P, conversely it can be considered that the 

SAR is stationary and that the point target P is moving in a straight path with a velocity i in the 
opposite direction : see fig. B29 where PP, = x = vt, PO being the target position at closest 

approach. Since fig. B29 represents the case of an opening target, the radial velocity vR is negative 

and is thus given by vR = -v sin E. But & is a Smdl angle and thus sin & = tg& = PPO 

/ 
R 

0 

Hence va = -v. ppsf;o =-v.so 42$. 

and the corresponding Doppler frequency 

Fig. B29. Relative motion of the noint target : case of an onenina target. 

which is exactly the same as the Doppler shift f, we have previously found through a hard and 

tedious way. From this point, it suffices to restart the whole reasoning following fig. B24 and the 
corresponding formula of the Doppler frequency f n, knowing that the corresponding phase is given 

bY 

$ = jf,(t).dt 
0 

and that co@ is the envelone of the azimuth bipolar video. 

Since we have used a point target to establish the azimuth reference functions ( given by 
COS$I ), those azimuth reference functions are responses so that their complex conjugated Fourier 
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Transforms are the transfer functions of the matched filters which could be used alternatively to 
perform azimuth compression. 
Fig. B30 displays the baseband echoes ( as a function of time ) corresponding to successive 
transmitted pulses. Out of those time varying echoes, how can we retrieve, for a particular point- 
target at a given range R,, the successive ( alternatively positive and negative ) pulses forming the 

azimuth bipolar video of fig. B26, the envelope of this bipolar video being the azimuth reference 
function of fig. B25 corresponding to the given range R, ? 

pulse no. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Fig. B30. Basis of SAR nrocessing 

Since the elapsed time is proportional to range in a pulse radar, those pulses forming the azimuth 
bipolar video should be found in the vertical strip of fig. B30. But because of the range migration 
(meaning that the range of each point target varies with time t = K ) described by ( see fig. B29 ) 

R=[R;+x’]’ 

those echo pulses belonging to the same point-target have to be retrieved from the range migration 
strip of fig. B30. 
Each imaged cell is known as &&. Each pixel corresponds to a particular target at a given range 
R,. To obtain the final video signal (going to the screen displaying the final high resolution image) 
corresponding to one pixel, the echoes at constant range R, from each curve of fig. B30 are taken, 

each echo is phase weighted ( this phase weighting is performed by the correlations described in 

next paragraph ) and the weighted echoes are summed. This process is repeated at all ranges and all 
azimuths and constitutes the sophisticated SAR signal processing. 
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B. 5. The Final Digital SAR Signal Processing. 

Both range compression and azimuth compreS$ion are in fact pulse compressions. As known from 
the theory of the explanation of a PC ( Pulse bmpression ) radar, each compression can be realized 
by the corresponding matched filter or, equivalently, by a correlation with the approDriated 
reference functions ( those reference functions being replica of the expected returns from a point 
target at the same range ). Fig. B31 represents the full digital SAR processing. 

One-Dimensional Correlacor (@) 
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As suggested by fig. B31 ( this figure shows only baseband signals ) 

- the range compression is obtained by a correlation performed on each vertical strip of the radar 
raw data ( so, after each transmitted pulse ) 

- the azimuth compression is obtained by a correlation performed on each horizontal && ( in fact, 

more accurately, on each range migration strip ) of the range compressed data, i.e., after 

numerous transmitted pulses. 

Since the azimuth reference functions are range dependent ( they are depending on the range 
R, at closest approach ), the range compression must be performed before the azimuth compression 

may be started. Those two subsequent operations are nicely summarized by fig. B32. The 1-D line 

of fig. B32 corresponds chiefly to the range migration which expresses that the range of a point 

target varies with x = vt . 

BAS 

Fig. B32. Range urocessing followed bv azimuth orocessina achieving an intrinsic 2-D ( ra.nPe and 
azimuth ) data nrocessing ( the 1-D line corresnonds to the ranpe mi-gration ) 

The intrinsic 2-D processing performed in 2 subsequent steps on fig. B32 can sometimes be done in 

one single step as illustrated by fig. B33 ( depending on the algorithm approach ) 

PI - / 
Fig. B33.2-D orocessing : simultaneous range and azimuth data nrocessing. 

Notice : on fig. B31, the azimuth reference function has to be changed when the range R, ( at 

closest approach ) changes approximately by 2D2 / h where D is the real aperture length along track. 

Notice also that the azimuth compression depends also on the SAR platform velocity because the 

magnitude v of this velocity clearly appears in the expression of the azimuth reference functions. 
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B. 6. SAR Imaging of Moving Targets 

Up till now we implicitely considered only stationary targets ( i.e., targets stationary with respect of 
the ground scene to be imaged ). Considering the azimuth Doppler history ( i.e., the sequence of 
echoes along track from the same stationary target ) of fig. B24 , we remind that fig. B24 ( as well 
as fig. B34 ) illustrates the relation ( valid for a stationary target ) 

which is a linearly varying Doppler history with a slope 
2v ( 1 -- 

R,h * 
The last relation expressing this 

linear frequency ramp f, as well as fig.B24 remind us that the exact position along track of the 
stationary target is given by x=0 (which corresponds to the range R, at closest approach , i.e., when 

the target is purely brodside ), i.e., by the x value of the zero crossing noint of the DODDkr historv of 
figures B24 and B34. Considering now a stationary target and a moving target at the same location 

(i.e., with the same x=0 coordinate along track). Their respective azimuth Doppler histories as a 
function of the x-coordinate along track are both given by fig. B34 showing that, with respect to the 
stationary target, the moving target ( at the same location ) exhibits a DODDkr offset 
expressed by 

Doppler offset = 2vg = 2VRfi 

where v, is the radial component of the velocity of the moving target with respect to ground and f, 

is the radar carrier frequency. 

synthetic apcnurc Icngthzz R* A/i=L 

Echo Doppler 
bandwidth 
=2x 

D 

Fig. B34. A target with a radial velocity is matched filtered by the SAR processin? with 
an azimuth shift ( or zim a uth displacement ) xM 
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Since the x-coordinate along track of the target is given by the zero crossing point of the Doppler 
history, it follows ( see fig.B34 ) that the SAR processing will consider that the x-coordinate along 
track of the moving target is given by the azimuth shift ( or azimuth offset ) xM instead of the true 
value x=0. This azimuth shift ( or azimuth displacement )xM satisfies ( considering the hatched 

triangle) : 

(= inverse of slope) 

Hence 

where 
- vR is the radial component of the velocity of the moving target with respect to the ground 

- v is the SAR platform velocity with respect to the ground 
-R, is the range at closest approach 

Consequently, the SAR nrocessing will result in a disnlacement xM alone: track of the moving 

target with resnect to its true location. This is nicely illustrated by figures B35 and B36. 
Fig. B35 shows an image from an airborne SAR of a moving train, Because the train has a 
component of velocity in the range direction (i.e., in the radial direction) , the train image is shifted 
(i.e., displaced) with respect to the stationary railway track; so the train appears to be travelling not 

along the railway track, but disnlaced to the side. From the formula 

(1 

it follows that it is possible to estimate the target radial velocity vR , if one knows the platform 
velocity v, the geometry Ra and the azimuth shift ( to know xM, it is necessary to know the true 

position of the target ). 



Aircraft Flight Path (Azimuth) - 

Fig, B35. SAR image of a movinr! train (after Rufenach et al.1 
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Fig. B36. C-band image of the high resolution real time orocessor.The imaged area 
shows the Iller river in the vicinitv of Altenstadt. Bavaria. Germanv. 
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Fig. B36 shows a real-time image from DLR airborne SAR during a test flight in the vicinity of 
Oberpfaffenhofen ( location of DLR ) The main SAR parameters were: aircraft altitude ca.3000m, 
ground speed ca.80 s and C-band. The image dimensions are approximately 3000mx 3OOOm.Gn 

fig. B36, the indicated moving target is a car displaced off the highway A7. This displacement 

occurs due to the Doppler frequency offset 2% 
/ h introduced by the motion of the car with respect 

to the highway A7. It is worth to give here the relevant parameters of the SAR’s carried by the 
European Space Agency’s ERS-1 and ERS-2: 

carrier frequency: 5.3 GHz 
pulse bandwidth (f2-fl= x): 15SMHz 

pulse width T: 37.1~s 
peak transmitter power: 4.8kw 

swath width: 80km 
PRF: 1.64kI-I~ c PRF < 1.72kI-I~ 
pixel size: 30m x 30m 

B. 7. MT1 ( Moving Target Indication ) 

In many situations, it is useful to be able to distinguish moving targets from stationary ones. In 
previous paragraph, we already saw that the image of a target with a component of velocity in the 
range (i.e., the radial) direction will suffer an azimuth shift x,(i.e., an off displacement along 

track), but unless the true position is known, this does not allow the detection of moving targets, i.e. 
moving target indications ( MTI ). 

There are essentially two ways to perform MTI with a SAR : 
- the 1 st way is DPCA ( Displaced Phase Center Array ) processing. 
- the 2d way is STAP ( Space-Time Adaptative Processing ) 

a. STAP 
By using an along-track array, it is possible to perform both spatial-domain ( directional ) filtering 

and time-domain ( Doppler ) filtering. This is known as STAP (Space-Time Adaptative Processing) 
and is the subject of considerable current research. 

. . 
b. DPCA ( Dated Phase Caer Arrav 1 nre B37 \ 

Fig. B37. DPCA nrocessing 



DPCA processing uses two ( or more ) antennas I and II arranged in tandem ( fig. B37 ). 
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At time t, the 2 antennas occupy the positions A and B. At time t, the 2 antennas occupy the 

positions C and D. By controlling the radar PRF as a function of platform velocity v, it is possible 

that position B of antenna II at time t, coincides with position C of antenna I at time t,. So by 

transmitting alternately and controlling the radar PRF as a function of platform velocity v, it is 
possible to obtain echoes from identical positions, but displaced in time ( fig. B37 ). If one echo is 

sub&-acted from the other ( e. g. , substract signal II at position B from signal I at position C ) , 

stationary targets should cancel, but echoes from moving targets will give a non-zero result from 
the substraction, so should remain. Coe and White have carried out a theoretical and practical 

evaluation of this technique. They found that cancellation of the order of 25dB is possible. The 

major source of error are control of the PRF ( to give exact spatial coincidence of the samples ), and 

matching of the antenna radiation patterns. 

B.S. Optical Processing. 

The most general structure of the SAR depicted by fig. B38 remind us that the signal processing is 

always performed in the baseband, i.e. , on the bipolar video, and that the signal processing can be 

- either a digital one, which we discussed in the previous paragraphs 

- or an optical one ( in that case the bipolar video is fed to a CRT ) which we are going to 

describe now. 

The VCO realizes both the AM ( chopping the microwave signal from the STALO into pulses with 

the appropriate PRF ) and the FM within each pulse. 

Prior to the optical processing, the bipolar video needs to be stored on a moving film; but a film 

can only record light intensities and light intensities ( out of CRT for instance ) are always positive 

or zero! As shown by fig. B38 the echoes are downconverted ( by means of the PSD ) to baseband 
and the obtained bipolar video s (t) = cos$ (t) at the output of the PSD is used to intensity-modulate 

a CRT display. Since the bipolar video s (t) = co@(t) at the output of the PSD is essentially an 

unbiased one-i.e. , the average value is zero-as shown by fig. B39, the negative values of this 

unbiased bipolar video s(t) would not be taken into account and would not be stored on the moving 
film. 
Therefore, the baseband radar echoes are placed on a bias level st, - giving thereby the biased 

binolar video [s(t) + st,] depicted by fig. B40 - prior to recording on the moving film, in order 

always to have positive values at the input of the CRT. 
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Fig. B38. General layout of the SAR hardware C @95. TMXJREL 1 
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Fig. B39. Usual ( unbiased ) binolar video at the output of the PSD of the radar lavout 
of fig. B38. 

ZERO VOLT-A&E T 

Fig. B40. Biased binolar video to be annlied to the CRT for recording on a film for later 

0Mxi.l nrocessine. 

Therefore ( see fig. B41 ) , the biased bipolar video [s(t) + sr,] of fig. B40 is fed to the input of the 

CRT and intensity modulates the screen of the CRT in front of which the storage film is moving. So 
each echo is recorded as one line on a strip of the film, and successive echoes ( emanating from 
successive transmitted pulses ) are recorded as neighbouring lines. 
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Fig. B41. Film storage throunh intensitv-modulation of a CRT bv the biased binolar video 
[s(t) + %I 

In other words, the radar receiver output is a sequence of reflected range pulses emanating from the 
transmitted pulses. The radar receiver output ( i.e. , the output of the PSD on fig. B38 ) is placed on 
a bias level st,, ( cfr fig. B40 ) before being used to modulate the intensity of the sweep of the CRT 

( Cathode Ray Tube ) , a single sweep being generated by each radar transmitted pulse, i.e. , the 
electron beam of the CRT ( fig. B41) 
is swept in svnchronism with the returning pulses. The film moves ( cfr fig. B41 ) across the screen 
of the CRT; the speed of the film is directly proportional to the radar platform velocity. 
Consequently, successive range traces are recorded side by side producing ( cfr fig. B42 ) a two- 
dimensional format in which the dimension across the film represents range, and the dimension 
along the film corresponds to the alone-track dimension. i.e.. the azimuth coordinate x. 

Incressmq 
3anqe. 
jwee:, 
Direcuoo 

Fig. B42. Radar signal storage format 
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Fig. B43. Simultaneous Pulse Comoression and Beam Sharpening: ( Ootical Processing 1 

FQ. B43 both summarizes the essentials of oDtica1 tvDe Drocessing and introduces new 
terminology. A single sweep is generated across the CRT; the output of the radar’s coherent 
detector PSD ( see fig. B38 ) is used to modulate the intensity of this sweep. 

The film moves across the tube; the speed of the film is directly proportional to the platform 
velocity. The lines are packed on the film so that there is some overlap. The phase history of the 
backscattered energy is stored on this film; the phase history within each echo pulse is stored in 
range dimension. When stored on the film, these phase histories have been characteristically called 
radar holoaams owing to their similarity to optical holograms. 

An image film from the signal film is produced in the oDtical Drocessor, which typically is 
constructed with the elements shown in the lower diagram of fig. B43. A coherent source ( thus, 
preferably, a laser source ) of light ( collimated to form a plane wave ) shines on the signal film 
which contains the radar hologram; the conical lens L, has a ( range ) varying focal length to 

compensate for the phase variations in range. Because there is a different focal length for each 
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range element, a cylindrical lens L, is used to bring all of the range information into focus in one 

particular plane. Since the film recorded in front of the CRT of fig. B41 is processed on the ground, 
the SQ~&! processing is note one. But, since 1995, several companies are giving a new 
life to optical SAR processing by replacing the film by spatial lieht modulators ( also termed “l&& 
valves” ) enabling thereby a real time optical SAR nrocessing. 

Fig. B44 gives a better view on the whole optical SAR processor composed 
- first of a conical lens b performing the mimuth compression, 
- secondly of a cvlindrical lens &performing the ranpe comnression 

Conical Cylindrical Spherical 
Lens Lens Lens 

output 
Scanner 

T-i-l 

Fig. B44. Opticaldg ( after BARBIER 1 

After the conical lens L z and the cylindrical L, ,the rays are collimated, i.e. , the rays are parallel. 

Therefore a spherical lens L, is needed to focus all those rays into a very small pixel (ideally 

focusing into a single point, as shown by the upper image of fig. B17) 
It can be easily understood why a conical lens is needed for azimuth compression by looking 

to figure B15 which shows that the recording of the phases of the successive echoes ( emanating 
from the successive transmitted pulses ) from the same point-target P is equivalent to a plane- 
concave diverginPs whose concave diopter is nothing else but the iso-range line of fig. B15. 
Clearly, fig. B15 shows that the focal length of this equivalent diverging lens is depending on R,, 

the target range at closest approach, which is also the radius of curvature of the concave spherical 
diopter of this diverging lens. 
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Since azimuth compression ( i.e. , the realization of the synthetic aperture ) requires the 

compensation of the phases 
2n [ 1 --. 
h 

2Ri recorded at the sequential positions Ei of the single SAR 

antenna, it is clear that this azimuth compression can be done by the opposite lens of the equivalent 
diverging lens, thus by a converginP lens exhibiting a range denendinp focal length. which is 
nothing else but the conical lens L, of fig. B44. 

A detailed working of the optical SAR processor of fig. B44 can be explained as 
follows.The three lenses L,, L, and L, form an anamorphic lens system.The conical lens L,, 

having a focal length equal and opposite to that of the signal films, operates on the azimuth focal 
plane and moves it to infinity. The azimuth focal plane thus becomes erected. The cvlindrical lens 

onerates onlv in the range dimension and images the signal film plane at infinity. The sperical lens, 
operating in both dimensions, takes the image at infinity and reimages it at its focal plane, where the 
image is now sharply focused in each dimension. 

B. 9. Spotlight Mode and other High Resolution SARIS. 

strip-map spotlight hybrid 

Fig. B45. Shin-man,snotlight and hvbrid imaging modes (after Belcher and Baker) 
where the big black dot of snotlight is the rotating noint. 

The conventional mode of SAR image formation as described in the previous paragraphs is know as 
STRIP-MAP mode.As we have seen, the strip-map mode uses (cfr fig. B45.a) fixed broadside 
antenna pointing, i.e. , in the strip-map mode the SAR antenna beam points perpendicularly to the 
platform path (fig. B46.a). 



Fig. B46. i 
(a) Regular SAR, i.e. , strip-map mode ; (b) Spotlight SAR 
(c) Multibeam SAR 
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If the SAR antenna is steerable in azimuth (either mechanically or electronically), it is possi- 

ble ( see figures B45.b and B46.b ) to steer the antenna beam so that a particular target is 
illuminated for a longer period of time ( i.e. , a longer dwell time ), thereby allowing a longer 

anerture to be svnthesized ( since the synthetic aperture length is the path travelled by the sensor 
during the dwell time ) and achieving better azimuth resolution 6AZ than implied by the equation 

which is valid for a @in-man SAR. 
It can be shown that the maximum azimuth resolution achievable in snotlight mode ( if the antenna 
beam can be steered through 180’ ) is 

In practice this is unrealistic (because the antenna beam can obviously not be steered through 180’) 
though considerably better resolution than strip-map mode can be achieved in spotlight mode. 

It is possible ( see fig.B45.c ) to consider a hybrid mode of operation, intermediate between strip- 
map and spotlight modes. 
Of course, spotlight mode demands that the target scene of interest is know beforehand, and only 
this scene is imaged. 

As a summary, it may be claimed that a “spotlight” mode SAR directs the antenna to a single 
spot over and over again as the antenna passes high above. In the “spotlight” SAR mode, the 
svnthetic anerture length L ( which is the sensor path travelled during the dwell time ) is drasticallv 
increased by pointing the steerable SAR antenna to the small area of interest during the fly-by. 

Another method of achieving a high along track resolution ( i.e.. a hiph azimuth resolution ) 
is to implement the well know multi-beam phased array radar as shown in figures B46(c) and B47. 
If M beams are formed simultaneouslv (M = 3 in the case of fig. B47), it is quite obvious from fig. 
B46(c) that the multi-beam SAR exhibits an M time finer along track resolution, i.e., for the multi- 
beam SAR (with M simultaneous beams) 
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Fig. B47. Simultaneous DostamDlifier multibeam formation using: arrav antenna. 

B. 10. Swath Width. 

As shown by fig. B48 the swath width AB is linked to the 3dB elevation beamwidth 9, of the 
SAR antenna and to the range R, at closest approach. 

Since OEL is a small angle, AC = Ro.eEL and AB = Ac~in A where A is the depression 

angle. Hence the swath width AB = RO% 
/ sin A 

-- 

Fig. B48. Swath width AB and demession anple 
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B. 11. Special SAR’s Characteristics and Working Modes. 

Speckle is the “rrrainv” appearance of radar images. Speckle is caused by a combination of 
scattering from lots of small scatterers within a nixel, i.e., speckle is a scattering phenomenon which 
arises because the resolution of the sensor is not sufficient to resolve individual scatterers. It is not 
limited to SAR: speckle can also be seen by looking to the reflection of an expanded laser beam on 
a “smooth” wall. 

. b. 3 mode 
In the conventional strip-map SAR, the antenna is fixed, pointing purely broadside with respect to 
the platform ( or sensor ) path. In the squinted SAR mode, the antenna is also a fixed pointing one, 
however ( see fig. B49 where the squint angle 8, is different from 90”) the antenna pointing 

direction in azimuth is not longer perpendicular to the sensor path but squinted by a positive or 
negative angle 8, called sauint angle ( in a conventional strip-map SAR, 8, = 90’ ). The squinted 

SAR mode could be of interest in a multi jammer environment to look through the individual 
jammers. Another advantage of this mode could be a “mapping ahead” capability. 
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. 
c. Unfocused 

The conventional strip-map SAR with azimuth resolution 6AZ = D/z was previously called 

“focused synthetic antenna”. Only from a historical viewpoint, it is worthwile to mention the so- 
called 
II m svnthetic antenna” 
which is nothing else but the well known “DODDkr beam sharnening” featuring an azimuth 
resolution 

( given by curve B of fig.BSO ) 
to be compared with the azimuth resolution 

( given 
of a conventional SLAR 
and the azimuth resolution 

p=TJ 
iven 

of the strip-map SAR ( or focused synthetic antenna ) 

by curve A of fig.BSO ) 

by curve C of fig.BSO ) 

i if 

7.’ IOL 

= s- 
C’JRVE e :FKUSE,31 

2 Qz ‘: i 
I - Q 10 anHGE , N M 1 RANGE ROm 

Fig. B50. Azimuth Resolution for Three Cases (A) Conventional 
(B) Unfocused. and (0 Focused 

. d. ISAReSvnthetlc mdar 1 
Instead of using a moving radar to perform imaging of stationary targets, the radar can be held 
stationary and the target is moving.One distinguishes 

- cooperative ISAR 
-non-cooperative ISAR 

Commonly the term ISAR is used to refer to a configuration where the radar is fixed and the target 
moves relative to the radar. A special case in this sense is the imaging of rotating targets without 
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transversal velocity components. In this configuration, the theoretical cross range resolution limit is 

given by 

pi 

It depends on the wavelength h and the observation angle 6sZ only. 

e. Synthetic anerture sona 
Sonars and radars have wavelengths h of the same order. But the sonar wave velocity is 200,000 

times smaller than the radar wave velocity. Additionally, water salinity and temperature influence 

the sonar wave propagation. Synthetic aperture sonar systems are about 15 years behind the SAR’s; 

nevertheless they are interesting to find mines on the sea bed; usually those mines have a big 
shadow behind the mine. 
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